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ABSTRACT 
Isaac Let,i has proposed an epistemic decision rule that requires two convex sets of 
probability distributions: a set of credal probability distributions that represent a decision 
agent's state of knowledge, and a set of information-determining distributions that 
represent the decision agent's assessment of the informational value of various hypothe- 
ses. In this paper, we investigate the feasibility of using Bayesian etwork structures, in 
which conditional probability distributions are computed using local computations and 
conditional independence r lationships, to implement Levi's decision rule. We find that 
Bayesian etwork update algorithms do not in general result in convex sets of distribu- 
tions; howet,er, Bayesian etworks can compute sets of a posteriori extremal distribu- 
tions from sets of a priori and conditional extremal distributions. We also show that 
Levi's decision rule giues the same answer when applied to arbitrary sets of credal and 
information-determining distributions as # gives when applied to the convex closure of 
those sets of distributions. Thus, implementation f  Levi's decision rule using Bayesian 
network structures i feasible. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Over the last three decades, Isaac Levi has developed an epistemological  
f ramework to address the problem of rat ional decision making under  
condit ions of incomplete and contradictory evidence and condit ions of 
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incompletely specified or conflicting oals of the decision agent [9-13]. 
Levi's cognitive decision theory uses convex sets of probability distribu- 
tions both to represent the decision agent's tate of knowledge and to 
represent the decision agent's assessment of the informational value of 
various hypotheses. Automated implementation f this theory requires the 
computation and updating of sets of probability distributions in response 
to evidence presented to the decision system. In this paper, we develop 
theoretical results that show that Levi's theory (and in particular Levi's 
decision rule) can be implemented using local computations and a network 
structure. 
The idea of using network structures with local computations and 
conditional independence r lationships to compute joint, marginal, and 
conditional probability distributions appears to have originated with Pearl; 
this work is summarized in [15]. This approach as been extended to the 
related area of Dempster-Shafer belief function computation [18, 4]. In 
[16, 17, 19], the local computation of joint and marginal probability 
distributions and Dempster-Shafer belief functions is unified in a single 
theoretical pproach that changes the emphasis from conditional relation- 
ships to factorization of joint distributions. In [8], an equivalence is derived 
between Dempster-Shafer belief theory and assumption-based truth main- 
tenance systems (ATMS) with probabilities applied to the assumptions. 
This approach andles ituations in which evidence is not independent and 
also supports dynamically evolving network structures. 
Networks have also been used to compute upper and lower probability 
bounds and probability intervals [2, 3, 21]. In [2], the problem of forward 
propagation i networks is formulated using fuzzy measures, with resulting 
theory that applies to probability, belief functions, and upper and lower 
probabilities; conditional representable measures are introduced that pro- 
vide a type of conditioning much more general than the use of conditional 
probability measures. Networks have also been used in [1] to combine 
belief intervals; several different possible combination rules are presented, 
including Dempster's rule of combination for belief functions. 
The work on computation of belief functions has bearing on our work 
because the Dempster-Shafer belief function has been shown to be related 
to a convex set of probability distributions, in that any belief function can 
be represented by an equivalent convex set of probability distributions [7]; 
Dempster's rule is based on logically stronger assumptions than those 
underlying the application of Bayes theorem to a set of distributions. The 
work on upper and lower probability bounds is also related to our work, 
because upper and lower probability bounds can also be represented as a 
convex set of probability distributions (a convex polytope). 
This paper is structured as follows. We begin with a very brief summary 
of Levi's decision theory and discuss his requirement that sets of distribu- 
tions be convex. We examine conditions under which Bayesian network 
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updating operations result in convex of sets of probability distributions; we 
show that convex sets are not in general computed. We prove that 
decisions made by applying Levi's decision rule with arbitrary sets of 
distributions are the same as those made with the convex closure of these 
distributions. With this result in mind, we then show that a Bayesian 
network operating on a (finite) set of extremal distributions can compute 
all distributions necessary to implement Levi's rule. We finish with some 
conclusions. 
2. INTRODUCTION TO LEVI'S THEORY 
Levi has addressed the problem of decision making in a very broad 
context hat takes into account he goals and values of the decision agent 
as well as the agent's tate of knowledge. In this paper we restrict attention 
to cognitive decision problems, in which the agent's aim is to obtain new, 
error-free information. We do not consider other possible motivations for 
the decision agent, such as (for example) the promotion of practical, moral, 
economic, or political goals. 
In Levi's model of cognitive decision theory, a decision agent's tate of 
knowledge is represented by a cont,ex set I of credal (i.e. expectation- 
determining) probability distributions; this set of distributions i called the 
agent's credal state. As previously noted, this representation f knowledge 
with a set of distributions is similar to Dempster-Shafer vidential reason- 
ing in that any belief function can be represented by a convex set of 
probability distributions. The decision agent's assessment of the value of 
potential answers (i.e. the agent's value system) is represented by a convex 
set of information-determining distributions. Each distribution in this set 
assigns an informational value to every hypothesis under consideration; 
this informational value is independent of the probability that the hypothe- 
sis is true. The set of informational distributions is called the agent's 
t,aluational state. 
Levi proposes an epistemic utility function that balances the truth of a 
hypothesis against its informational value when determining whether the 
hypothesis hould be accepted as seriously possible by the decision agent. 
This balance between truth and information is expressed explicitly through 
a parameter b, 0 _< b _< 1, that is called the agent's degree of boldness, 
Values of b close to 1 indicate that the agent is willing to risk error in 
exchange for information, while values of b close to 0 indicate that the 
agent is unwilling to risk error. 
iSec Definition 1. 
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We denote the set of all hypotheses under consideration as U; Levi calls 
U the ultimate partition. In this paper, we consider ultimate partitions that 
consist of the set of all values that a particular andom variable of interest 
can take; we restrict attention to discrete random variables with a finite 
number of possible values. We denote an arbitrary element of U as h. The 
decision agent's credal state is denoted ~' and is a convex set of probabil- 
ity distributions for the random variable of interest conditioned on the 
evidence (i.e. instantiated variables) available to the network. Thus, each 
element of ,~ is a distribution of the general form Q(h]e). Note that since 
U is finite, the distribution Q(hle) can be represented by a vector whose 
elements lie in the interval [0, 1]. The decision agent's valuational state is 
denoted g' and is a convex set of conditional information-determining 
probability distributions, each of the form M(hle). In the following, when 
the conditioning of the distributions in ~ and 5¢ on e is not essential to 
the development, i  is dropped from the notation. 
We now state mathematically the decision rule that results when Levi's 
epistemic utility function is applied in conjunction with credal and valua- 
tional convexity. Levi's decision rule, which provides the set G of seriously 
possible hypotheses given the sets of distributions ~ and g~, is [10, 20] 
G = {h:Q(h)  >_ bm(h) ,Q  ~q~, M ~ ~'}; (1) 
a hypothesis h is included in G if Q(h) > bM(h) for at least one Q ~ 5~ 
and at least one M ~ ft. In many decision situations, G will consist of 
more than one hypothesis; this indicates that many hypotheses are seri- 
ously possible given the agent's state of knowledge and value system. In 
this respect Levi's theory is a conservative one in which "bad" hypotheses 
are rejected, leaving judgment suspended between hypotheses that are 
seriously possible to the decision agent. 
In order to facilitate subsequent discussion and development, we intro- 
duce the following definitions: 
DEFINITION 2.1 A set ~ of distributions is convex if, for any two 
distributions Q1,Q2 ~:~ and any a, 0 < ~ < 1, aQ1 + (1 - a)Q2 ~.  
DEHNITION 2.2 Given a finite set of k >_ 1 nonnegatit~e r al numbers {ai} 
such that 52~ t a, = 1 and any set of k probability distributions {Qi}, then 
the distribution Q = Eki laiQi is a finite convex combination of the 
distributions {Qi}. 
DEFINITION 2.3 For any set of probability distributions ~,  we form the 
finite convex closure of 3 as the smallest set of distributions containing all 
finite com'ex combinations of elements of ,~. 
DEHNITION 2.4 A set of distributions {Qi}, 1 <_ i <_ k, is a set of extremal 
distributions for a set .~ if, for any Q ~ ~,  there exists a set of real 
numbers { e~i}, 1 <_ i <_ k, such that 
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0 < c~i < 1, (2) 
'~i = 1, (3)  
Q = Y'~ aiQ i . (4) 
i 
Note that we make no requirement that {Qs} be the smallest set for which 
(2), (3), and (4) hold; {Qi} may include distributions that are interior to ~.  
3. ON THE NECESSITY OF CONVEXITY 
Levi is strongly committed to the requirement that both 2 and ~ be 
convex. In the situation where each distribution in 3 is a joint distribution 
over all variables of interest, and marginal or conditional distributions on 
specific random variables are computed from the joint distribution, the 
requirement of convexity is not restrictive; a set of marginal or conditional 
distributions obtained from a convex set of joint distributions is also 
convex [20]. 
One objection to Levi's requirement of convexity is that a convex set of 
distributions cannot represent he independence of two hypotheses [5]; 
Levi has addressed this objection in [10, pp. 208-210]. Similarly, condi- 
tional independence r lationships cannot in general be represented by a 
convex set of distributions. However, one of the modeling assumptions 
made in developing a Bayesian network is that each variable is condition- 
ally independent of most of the other variables in the network, and that 
dependencies between variables can be modeled by simple conditional 
probability distributions. Thus, the use of a Bayesian network to compute a
convex set of distributions is not in general possible. In this paper, we 
investigate the conditions under which a Bayesian network can preserve 
convexity, and find that in general convexity is not preserved, but that 
there are significant special cases in which convexity is preserved. 
Another criticism of the requirement of convexity is that in certain 
problems, the requirement of convexity forces the decision agent to adopt 
a credal state that directly contradicts what is known by the agent. 
Examples in which this is the case are found in [6]. 
It is not our intent in this paper to become involved in the debate over 
the philosophical necessity of convexity. Our interest is in obtaining a 
practical network structure that supports Levi's approach to cognitive 
decision problems. Towards this end, we present a theorem that states that 
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Levi's decision rule, as expressed in (1), gives the same set G when applied 
to nonconvex sets of distributions as when applied to the convex closure 
these sets; in other words, the answer obtained by applying (1) is invariant 
to the convexity of the sets of distributions to which it is applied. This 
theorem indicates that, in the class of cognitive decision problems where 
(1) is used as the decision rule, the convexity of the sets of distributions 
does not matter. This theorem also suggests an approach that can be used 
to implement (1) with a Bayesian network--namely, use the network to 
compute the extremal distributions in sets of distributions; this is the 
approach that we take in this paper. 
4. CONVEXITY IN BAYESIAN NETWORKS 
One of the primary issues in implementing Levi's decision rule using a 
network structure is whether sets of distributions computed by the network 
are convex. Sets of distributions originate in the network updating process 
from one or both of the following sources: sets of prior distributions at the 
root nodes of the network, and sets of conditional distributions character- 
izing the arcs in the network. The use of sets of conditional distributions to 
characterize the arcs in the network is a significant generalization of the 
structure of a typical Bayesian network; it is similar to the conditioning 
scheme proposed in [2] in which conditional representable measures are 
introduced. 
In this paper, we develop results on convexity only for the Markov chain 
network shown in Figure 1. Corresponding results for causal tree and 
anticausal tree network structures can be obtained, and in fact are very 
similar to the results for the Markov chain; a development of results for 
causal tree and anticausal tree networks is given in [14]. We first present 
the update equations for the Markov chain networks; we then examine the 
convexity of sets of distributions computed using these update equations. 
We develop these results on convexity and the results on extremal 
distributions in Section 6 in terms of sets of credal probability distributions 
(e.g. a set o~ with elements of the form Q). These results apply with equal 
validity to sets of information-determining distributions (e.g. a set ff with 
elements of the form M). 
e + 
Figure 1. Markov chain network. 
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4.1. Markov Chain Updating Algorithm 
The Markov chain network updating equations are given in [15, Chapter 
4]; we have modified the notation of [15] to explicitly show summations and 
the normalizations inherent in Bayes' theorem. 
The Markov chain network structure is shown in Figure 1; this network 
structure is general enough to cover all Markov chain networks. The node 
variables X, Y, and Z are discrete valued random variables whose values 
are denoted x, y, and z. The arcs in the graph represent conditional 
distributions of the form Q(ylx). The symbols e + and e represent he 
evidence (if any) presented to each end of the network. 
We begin with the computation of Q(yle+,e ) assuming that nodes X, 
Y, and Z have not been instantiated. Using Bayes' theorem and the 
conditional independence relationships represented by the network, we 
obtain 
Q(e ly)Q(yle +) 
Q(Yle+'e )= E,,Q(e ly ' )Q(y ' le - )"  (5) 
The distribution Q(yle-) in (5) can be computed from Q(xle +) and Q(yPx) 
as  
Q(yle +) = Y'~Q(ylx)Q(xle+), (6) 
X 
where Q(ylx) is specified by the network and Q(xle*) can be computed by 
node X and passed as a message to node Y. The distribution Q(e-Py) in 
(5) can be computed from Q(e Iz) and Q(zly) as 
Q(e ]y )= Y'~Q(e lz)Q(zPy), (7) 
Z 
where Q(zly) is specified by the network and Q(e Iz) can be computed by 
node Z and passed as a message to node Y. 
Equation (6) can also be expressed in vector-matrix form. To do so, we 
enumerate the values that Y can take as {y~ . . . . .  yn} and the values that X 
can take as {x t . . . . .  xm}. We then define 
r = r/O(yjle+ ) (8) 
/ 
[Q(vnle + ) 
= [ Q(xlpe+) 
q 
[ Q(xmle + ) 
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S = 
Q(yllxl) Q(yllx2) ... Q(ylixm ) ] 
Q(yilx l) Q(y21x2) ... Q(y2Lxm) . 
Q(y"ix 1) Q(yn]x2) ... Q(y"lx m) 
With these definitions, (6) is expressed as 
r = Sq. (9) 
Equation (7) can also be expressed in matrix form in a fashion similar to 
(9). 
If the node Z is instantiated at a value Z = z* (i.e. e -= z*), then 
Q(e-iy) in (5) becomes Q(e-Jy) = Q(z*iy), which is available from the 
network. If the node X is instantiated at a value X = x* (i.e. e += x*), 
then Q(yie +) in (5) becomes Q(yle +) = Q(y]x*). 
In the computation of sets of distributions by the network, nodes will in 
general be associated with sets of prior or posterior distributions; arcs in 
the network will be associated with sets of conditional distributions. In the 
following, we denote sets of distributions as ~vbx, where the subscripts 
indicate the variables or evidence over which the distribution is defined. 
For example, ~'vlx is a set of conditional distributions of the form Q(ylx). 
In this paper, we first examine the convexity of the set ~Yie +. This set, 
associated with node Y, consists of distributions of the form Q(yJe+); each 
element of ~'rte+ is computed from an element of ~xle+ and an element 
of ~'YIx using (6). The results thus obtained also apply to the computation 
of the set °~ e IY from '~e [Z and ~ztY using (7) because of the similarity 
in structure between (6) and (7). We refer to network operations with this 
structure as linear updates. 
We then examine the computation of the set ~3y~+.e from the sets 
~ IY and 3~,ke+ using (5). We refer to network operations with this 
structure as Bayesian updates. 
4.2. Linear Updates 
When computing the set :~vl~+ from the sets ~-~y,x and 3~'xte+, each 
distribution in ~yte+ is computed according to (6) from a distribution in 
~'ytx and a distribution in ~xt~:  
~'vle+ = ( Q( yle + ) : Q( yle +) =- ~ Q( ylx )Q( xle + ), 
X 
Q(ylx) ~vlx,Q(xie +) ~,~xte- I. (10) 
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If both ~yi X and ~6'x! e- are singleton sets, ~'vle* is clearly a singleton set 
and is therefore (trivially) convex. If ~v lx  is a singleton set and ~'xle* is 
a convex set or if ~'vlx is a convex set and ~'xi~+ is a singleton set, ~'rl¢+ 
is convex, as is shown in Theorems 4.1 and 4.2. If both 2vt  x and ~,~xl~+ 
are convex sets, then few general conclusions can be drawn about the 
convexity of ~yl~+. 
Both Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 follow from the linearity of (10): 
THEOREM 4.1 Let ~YIX consist of a single distribution Q( ylx), let ~'xle+ 
be a cont,ex set of distributions, and let ~vl~' be obtained according to 
(10). Then ,~yl~+ is conuex. 
THEOREM 4.2 Let 3~yi x be a com,ex set of distributions, let ,_,~xl¢+ 
consist of a single distribution Q(xlet), and let ~y  e+ be obtained accord- 
ing to (10). Then "~vl~' is conuex. 
We now consider the case where both 3~'vl x and ~'Xle + are convex. We 
show that if Y takes only two values, then ~' le -  is convex; if Y takes 
more than two values, then no general result on the convexity of 5~' vie* is 
known. 
In order to facilitate the following development, we first prove a lemma 
on the convexity of certain projections of sets of distributions. Suppose 
that Y takes one of n possible values {yl . . . . .  yq,  and let r be defined as 
in (8). Also, let ~ be defined as 
= Q(y l le+)  1" 
Q(y~ lie+) 
(11) 
Note that the following relationship holds because r is a vector of probabil- 
ities: 
[ ] r= 1 ,= l~d Y l  ) " _ E~ I A (  i ,e+ (12) 
LEMMA 1 Let ~ be a set of distributions of the form r, and let ~ be the 
set of ~ obtained by (11) for each r ~3~. Then ~,~ is convex if and only if 
is com:ex. 
Proof Since ~ is obtained by applying the linear operation (11) to the 
elements of ~, convexity of ~ implies convexity of ~ .  To show that the 
convexity of ,~ implies the convexity of c~,, we consider two arbitrary 
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elements of .~, denoted r 1 and r 2. There are corresponding elements of 
o~ denoted ~1 and £2 obtained from r~ and r 2 by (11). Let c~ be an 
arbitrary real number  such that 0 < a _< 1. Consider 
r~ = c~rl + (1 - oe) r  2 
: a [ l -  ~:L'Q,(yile+)] + (1 a ) [1 -  zni= llt')~2"(Y i[e+)] 
(13) 
Let £~ Ogr 1 q - ( l -  oL)r2; by the convexity of ~ ,  ~ ~¢e~. With this 
definition, (13) becomes 
[ '- ] 
r~ = I ET-11[c~Q,(yile +) + ( I  oe)Q2(y i le+) ]  " 
Since the elements of ~ and ~.~ are related by (12), r~ c ~' ,  and, since r 1 
and r 2 are arbitrary, elements of .'~, .~ is convex. • 
We now consider the case where Y can take one of two values (i.e. 
n = 2) and show that .~rle, is convex if ~r lx  and °3xle+ are convex. 
THEOREM 4.3 Let ~r lX and .~xl~+ be convex sets of distributions, and 
let ~ be obtained according to (10). Further, let Y take one of two ye  t 
ualues. Then .~r~+ is cont, ex. 
Proof  Let ~r l~-  be related to ~vt~'  as in Lemma 1. We show that the 
convexity of '~r lx  and ~xl~+ implies the convexity of ~r ,~,  which in turn 
by Lemma 1 implies the convexity of .~rle-- 
Let 7~ and 72 be arbitrary elements of "~r l~ ' -Then there exist q~,q2 ~ 
~Xl~' and St ,S 2 ~&r lX  such that r I = S~ql, r 2 = S2q2,  and ?1 and r2 are 
obtained from r 1 and r 2 using (11). Let r~ = ar  1 + (1 - c~)r 2, where 
0 _< a _< 1. Also, let r12 = S lq  2 and r21 = S2q 1. Let r-,,, #1> and #21 be 
obtained form r ,  rl2 , and r21 according to (11). Note that since n = 2, the 
quantities ~,  #2, r-,,, and i12 are scalars. In order to show that the convexity 
of 3 r l  x and ~x,~- implies the convexity of ~r ,~- ,  we must, given a,  
show that there exist /3 and Y such that 0_< /3_< 1, 0_< y_< 1, and 
r~, = ar l  + (1 - ~)r2 can be obtained using (11)on 
r(, = [/3S I + (1 - /3)S2][yq,  + (1 - T)q2]. (14) 
Using (11) on both sides of (14), we get the equivalent condition 
~,~ = /33'#1 + /3(1 - Y)~:]2 + (1 /3)y#21 + (1 - /3)(1 - y)#2. (15) 
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We choose /3 and y as follows: 
1. If 71 = F2, set /3 = 1 and y = 1. 
2. Otherwise, if rl = 712, set /3 = a and y = 0. 
3. Otherwise, if 72 = 712, set /3 = 1 and y = a. 
4. Otherwise, assume without loss of generality that ?~ < 72, which 
implies that rl < ?~ and ~ < t: 2. If ?~ > r12, set y = 0 and /3 = (?2 - 
? ,) / (72 - ?12). If ?~ _< ?12, set y = (F I2  - Fc~)/ ( /~12 - -  ?1 ) and /3 = 1. 
It is easily verified that 0 _< /3 _< 1 and 0 _< 3' -< 1. It can be shown by 
direct substitution that (15) is satisfied with these values. • 
We now present two examples that show that when Y takes one of three 
values, ~ ' r t~ may or may not be convex when both ~'YtX and ~'xte- are 
convex. We believe that such behavior can also be found for n > 3. 
EXAMPLE 4.1 Yet Y take one of three values. Let the set ~'Xle- be 
obtained by taking the convex closure of 
1 IT [, ql = ~ ~ 0 q2 = ~ 4 ; 
thus, ~'xi~+ is 
~Xle '= {q:q  = aq l  + (1 - a )q2 ,0  < a_< 1}. 
Let the set 3v l  x be obtained by taking the convex closure of 
S 1 : 0 l , S 2 = 1 ; 
0 0 0 
thus, ~Yix  is 
• ~'5'r x = {S:S = /3S 1 + (1 - /3)$2, 0 < /3 < 1}. 
From ~_xt~' and ~'v ix ,  the set 5~'r~ e, is computed according to (10). 
The set J3'r~- is obtained by projecting .~rle+ as in Lemma 1. Figure 2 
shows a plot of ~rte*;  clearly, this set is convex, and by Lemma 1, ~'vle+ is 
convex. 
EXAMPLE 4.2 As in Example 1, let Y take one of three values. Let ~'xle- 
be obtained by taking the convex closure of 
q l  0 ~ ~ q2  = i 3 0 T 
The set ~vlx is the same as that used in Example 1. From 3xjx+ and 
~' r lx ,  the set '~r te  is computed according to (10). The set ~'rle+ is 
obtained_ by projecting 23'vte÷ as in Lemma 1. Figure 3 shows a plot of 
5~rt~+; clearly, this set is not convex, and by Lemma 1, ~rt~+ is not convex. 






0 0,2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
yl  
Figure 2. The set ~g'vl~ for Example 1. 
4.3. Bayesian Updates 
We now examine the computation of the set ~'Vle-.e- from the sets 
~e iv and ~Vle+. Each distribution in a~'vl ~ is computed according to 
(5) from a distribution in 3d Iv and a distribution in ~Vle+: 
'~Yle',~ = {Q(Y le+'e-): Q(Y le~,e ) 
Q(e-l y )Q( yie- ) 
Ey,Q(e ly')Q( y'le- ) ' 







0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0,8 1.0 
yl  
~ 
Figure 3. Thc sct ~'rl~ for Example 2. 
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As with linear updates, we consider the following cases. If both ~R~ Iv and 
~v ~+ are singleton sets, then ~Ve+e is clearly a singleton set and is 
therefore (trivially) convex. If ,¢R~ v is a singleton set and ~'v~+ is a 
convex set or if 3~ iv is a convex set and ~yle+ is a singleton set, then 
~¢Ry ~+e is convex. If both ~ dv and ~ 'v~ are convex sets, then few 
general results about the convexity of C~'vl~,~ can be stated. 
THEOREM 4.4 Let ~ IY consist of a single distribution Q(e ly), let 
~rle- be a convex set of distributions, and let ,~'Vle+ ~ be obtained 
according to (16). Then ~.~vl~+ ~ is cont;ex. 
Proof In order to show that ~vl~.,~ is convex, we must show that the 
convex combination of any two elements of 3RVle+,~ is also an element of 
~v~e-.e • Let Ql(yle~,e ) and Q2(yle+,e ) be arbitrary elements of 
3~'yi~-.~ , and let 
Q~,(yle+,e ) =aQl (y le+,e  ) + (1 -a )Q2(yte+,e - ) ,  
where 0 < c~ _< 1. By (16), there are two distributions Ql(yle +) and 
Q2(yle +) in .~zl~ such that 
Q(e ly)Q,(yle + ) 
Qi(yle÷,e )= 
for i = 1 and i = 2. Thus, 
Q,~(yle-,e ) = 
We define /3 as 
E,., Q(e - ly  ')Qi(Y 'J e+ ) 
Q(e ]y)Ql(yle +) ] 
J Ey,Q(e ly')Ql(y'le ~ ) 
+(1 - ~) Q(e ]y)Q2(yle +) ] 




Ol I - -  OJ 
+ 
Ev,Q(e ly')Ql(y'le +) Es,Q(e ly')Q2(y'le +) 
and note that 0 </3 _< 1. We also define 
Qt~(yle ~) =/3Ql (y le  ~ ) + (1 - /3 )Q2(y le - ) ,  
and note that Q~(yle-) ~3y.le~ by the convexity of ~'rle'" With these 
definitions, (17) becomes (after some manipulation) 
Q~(YIe~, e )= Q(e ly)Qt3(yle +) (18) 
E~,Q(e ly')Q~(y'le + ) 
Thus, by (16), Q~(yje~,e ) e .~v l  ~, ,~ , and ~Ye'  ,e is convex. • 
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The case where ~'~ iv is a convex set and ,-~yle+ is a singleton set can be 
considered by a straightforward modification of Theorem 4.4 that is 
presented here without proof. 
THEOREM 4.5 Let ~ ~y be a com'ex set of distributions, let ~rl~+ 
consist of a single distribution, and let ~Yl~-,e be obtained according to 
(16). Then L4~'Vl~+ .~ is com, ex. 
We now consider the case where both of the sets ~ Iv and ~vle+ are 
convex. As in the linear updating case, convexity of ~'vl~+ e- can in 
general only be proved in the case where Y takes only two values (i.e. 
n = 2). For n _> 3, no general results are known. 
THEOREM 4.6 Let ~9~ e Iv and ~'yl~÷ be coneex sets of distributions, and 
let ~v l~ ,~ be obtained according to (16). Furthermore, let Y take one of 
two t.,alues. Then 5~yle+ ,e is concex. 
Proof Let ~vl~+ ~ be obtained by projecting ~¢~Yl~-,~ as in Lemma 1. 
We_ show that the convexity of ,~  Iv and 3~'v~ - implies the convexity of 
.~yl~+ ,~ , which in turn by Lemma 1 implies the convexity of ~yle+ ~. 
Note that since n = 2, ~Yl~-,e consists of scalar real numbers. Let 
q~ = Q~(ylle+,e ) and q2 = Qe(yl le+,e ) be arbitrary elements of 
/~Yl~ .~ • There exist Ql(e ly), Q : (e - ly )  c ~ IY and Ql(yle+), Q2(yle +) 
~v l~ such that 
Qi( yle +, e ) = 
Qi(e ly)Q~(yle + ) 
•y,Qi(e ly ')Qi(y' le + ) 
for i = 1, i = 2. Let Q, (y le+,e ) = c~Qt(yle+,e ) + (1 - a)Q2(y le+,e- ) ,  
where 0 _< ~ _< 1, and let q ,  = Q Jy~le+,e - ) .  Also, let 
Q12(yle+,e )= 
Q~(e ly)Q2(yle + ) 
Ey,Ql(e ly')Q2(y'be + ) 
and q12 = QI2(y I[e +, e ). In order to show that the convexity of 5~' e ~v and 
~ybe+ imply the convexity of 3vie+ e , we must, given a, show that there 
exists /3 and ,/ such that 0 < /3 < 1, 0 _< 3, < 1, and 
[/3Ql(e ly ' )  + f lQ2(e- ly l ) ] [yQl (y l le  +) + ~Q2(yl le+)] 
q~ = ~v ' [ /3Q. (e - ly ' )  + ~Q2(e ly ' ) ] [yQl(y ' le  +) + ~/Qz(y'le+)] ' (19) 
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where ~ = 1 - /3 and } = 1 - y. We choose /3 and 3' as follows: 
1. If ql = q2, set /3 = 1 and y = 1. 




Y~y,Ql(e l y ' )Q2(y ' le  + ) 
E,,,QI(e ly )Q2( ) ' I  e~) 
+ 
E~.,Q2(e ly ' )Q2(y ' le  + ) 
3. Otherwise, if q12 = q2, set /3 = 1 and 
y = 
0l 
~ ~ "e -  ) E~,,QI(e ly *~ l t ) 
E, Ql(e ly ' )Q jy ' le  + ) 
1 - -  Of 
+ 
-- t p + E, O,(e ly )Q2(Y ]e ) 
4. Otherwise, assume without loss of general ity that ql < q2, which 
implies that ql < q~ and q~ _< qe. If q~ _< q~2, set /3 = 1 and, defin- 
ing ~ = (qt2 - q. ) / (q12  - ql), set 
7 = 
& 
E,,Q~(e ly ' )Q l (y ' ]e  ~ ) 
a 1 & 
+ 
Y. ,Q, (e  ]y ' )Q l (v ' le  ~) E, .Q , (e - ly ' )Q2(  y' le + ) 
If q,, > qlz, set y = 0 and, defining g = (q2 - q~) / (q2  - q12), set 
/3 = 
& 
E , .Q . (e  ]y ' )Q2(y ' ]e '  ) 
& 1-& 
+ 
Z,..Ql(e ly ' )Q2(y'Pe +) E~. .Q2(e - ly ' )Q2(  y'[e + ) 
It can be verified that 0 _< /3 ~< 1 and 0 _< y _< 1. It can also be shown 
by direct substitution that (19) is satisfied with these values. • 
We now present two examples i l lustrating that when Y takes one of 
three values, ,&r ~.~ may or may not be convex when both ~e ~r and 
~yl¢,  are convex. We believe that this behavior can also be found when Y 
takes more than three values. 
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EXAMPLE 4.3 Let Y take three values, and let ~'@e Iv be obtained by 
taking the convex closure of the following two distributions Ql(e-[y) and 
Q2(e-ly): 
Ql(e ly I ) = 0.9, Qt(e- ly 2) = 0.1, Ql(e-[y 3) = o, 
Q2(e ly 1) = 0, Q2(e ly 2) = 0.1, Q2(e-]y 3) = 0.9. 
Thus, ~e IY is 
~'e IY = {Q(e ly ) :Q(e  ly) = aQl(e ly) + ~Q2(e- ly) ,  c~ ~ [0, 1]}, 
where ~ = 1 - a. Let the set c~'yl~+ be obtained by taking the convex 
closure of the following two distributions Ql(yte +) and Q2(yle+): 
Ql(ylle +) = 0.2, 
Q2(ylle ~) = 0.8, 
Thus ~ is ' Yle 
Qt(y2le +) = 0,  
Q2(yZle +) = 0.2, 
Ql(y3le +) = 0.8, 
Q2(y3le +) = 0. 
,~v~ = {Q(yle*) : Q(yle +) =/3Ql(yle +) + ~Q2(yle +),/3 ~ [0, 11}, 
where ~ = 1 . - /3. Using ~'e Y and .~.qe,, ~y[e+ e is computed accord- 
ing to (16). ~yl~+.e- is obtained, by projecting ~yle+ e as in Lemma 1. 
Figure 4 shows a plot of .~y,e-.~ ; clearly, this set is convex, and by Lemma 





0 0.2 0 .4  0.6 0 .8  1.0 
y l  
Figure 4. The set '~Yl~-,e for Example 3. 
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EXAMPLE 4.4 As in Example 3, let Y take one of three values. We use the 
same set ~e tY as used in Example 3. Let ~yle+ be obtained by taking the 
convex closure of the following two distributions Q~(y]e +) and Qz(yle+): 
Ql(ylle + ) = O, Ql(Y~ie + ) = 0.2, Qt(y31e *) = 0.8, 
Q2(yLle - ) = 0.8, Q2(y2le - ) = 0.2, Q2(y31e + ) = 0. 
Using ,~  ~y and 5~yl~,, 3v~ is computed according to (16). Then 
~v l~ ,~- is obtained by projecting ,~vl~+,~ as in Lemma 1. Figure 5 shows 
a plot of ,~yl~ ~ ; clearly, this set is not convex, and by Lemma 1, 
~y  e,,~- is also not convex. 
4.4. Other Network Structures 
The results of Sections 4.2 and 4.3 extend directly to all other Bayesian 
network topologies that do not include loops. In general, the computation 
of a set of distributions at a given node Y requires sets of distributions 
from each node to which Y is connected; the nature of these sets 
determines whether or not the set of distributions computed at node Y is 
convex. If all sets are singleton sets, then the set computed by Y is also a 
singleton set and is convex. If one neighbor set is convex and all of the 
other neighbor sets are singleton sets, then the set computed at node Y is 
convex. If two or more of the neighbor sets are not singleton sets, then no 
general result on the convexity of the set computed by Y is known. 
5. CONVEXITY AND LEVI'S RULE OF EXPECTED UTILITY 
Since Bayesian networks do not preserve convexity in general, it is not 
immediately apparent hat they can be used to implement Levi's decision 
rule. Fortunately, as we prove in this section, Levi's rule results in identical 
y2 
0 0.2 0A 0.6 0.8 1.0 
y l  
Figure 5. The set ,~vl,+,e for Example 4. 
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answers when applied to (arbitrary) sets of distributions and to the finite 
convex closures of these sets. Thus, the network need not compute convex 
sets of distributions; for example, sets of extremal distributions can be 
computed, and the answer obtained using these sets of extremal distribu- 
tions is the same as would be obtained if the network could compute the 
finite convex closures of these sets of extremal distributions. 
Let 7 "~ be a set of credal probability distributions on U, and let ~ be a 
set of information-determining probability distributions on U. Let 5~' and 
3~ be the finite convex closures of ~ and ~ according to Definition 3. 
Levi's decision rule, given the sets ~ '  and if, is given in (1). Let G be the 
set of elements of U obtained by applying Levi's rule using only the 
distributions in V /and those in ~:  
= {h: Q(h) >_ bM(h), Q ~ 7", M ~ 7U}. (20) 
THEOREM 5.1 Let 9 be a set of credal probability distributions on U, and 
let ~ be a set of information-determining probability distributions on U. Let 
be the finite convex closure of ~'~, and ~' be the finite convex closure of 
~ .  Let G be obtained according to (20), and let G be obtained according to 
(1). Then G = G. 
Proof Since ~_c3~ and ~c ,~ ' ,  it follows from (20) and (1) that 
C~ c G. Thus, we show that G c_ (~ to complete the proof. 
Let h e G; we show that h ~ (~. Since h E G, Q(h) > bM(h) for some 
Q c .~ and some M ~ ft. Since ~ is the convex closure of ~ ,  there is a 
set of k > 1 distributions {Q,} _c ~ and a set of k positive real numbers 
{~i}, E~ i~i = 1, such that Q(h) = S.~_ l o l iQ i (h) .  Similarly, since ff is the 
convex closure of ~ ,  there is a set of l > 1 distributions {Mj} _c ~ and a 
set of l positive real numbers {/3j}, E~.=l/3 7 = 1, such that M(h)= 
SJj, ~ ~jMj(h). Let Q* be the distribution for which Qi(h) is maximum over 
i e {1 . . . . .  k}. Similarly, let M* be the distribution for which M~(h) is 
minimum over j ~ {1 . . . . .  1}. Since Q*(h) >_ Qi(h) for all i E {1 . . . .  , k}, 
k k 
Q*(h) = ~ c~,Q*(h) > Y" e~Qi(h) = Q(h). 




M*(h) = ~., ~jM*(h) <_ ~ 3]Mj(h) = M(h) .  
j= l  j~ l  
Q*(h) >_ Q(h) >__ bM(h) >_ bM*(h), 
and, by (20), h ~ G. 
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6. EXTREMAL DISTRIBUTIONS IN BAYESIAN NETWORKS 
as  
Theorem 5.1 suggests that one approach to using a Bayesian network to 
implement Levi's decision rule is to use the network to compute sets of 
extremal distributions, from which G can be obtained using (20). In this 
section, we show that network computations can indeed be performed 
using only extremal distributions in the following sense: suppose each of 
the sets of distributions necessary for the computation of a given set 
have corresponding sets of extremal distributions. Then a set of extremal 
distributions of ~ '  can be computed using only these sets of extremal 
distributions. 
In the following, we develop theorems that show that all network 
computations can be done in terms of sets of extremal distributions. Levi's 
rule applied to the resulting sets of extremal distributions gives the same 
answer as would be obtained if applied to the sets represented by the 
extremal sets. We restrict the development of this theory to the Markov 
chain network of Section 4.1; a corresponding development for causal tree 
and anticausal tree networks can be found in [14]. 
THEOREM 6.1 Let ~YtX and ~xle- be sets of distributions with corre- 
sponding finite sets of extremal distributions {Qi(ylx)} and {Qj(xle-)} 
respectit:ely. Let 3y  ~. be computed from °..~yi x and 2xl,+ according to 
(10). Let Qij(yle +) = Y~Qi(ylx)Qj(xle'). Then {Qij(yle+)} is a set of 
extremal distributions of C3yle + 
Proof Let Q(yle +) = S, xQ(ylx)Q(xle +) be an arbitrary element of 
We can write Q(ylx) and Q(xle ~) in terms of extremal distributions 
where of i
Q(ylx) = ~_,aiQi(ylx), 
i 
Q(xle +) = ~ gQj (x le -  ), 
J 
[0, 1], ]~,oc~ = 1, & ~ [0, 1], and Y~j/3j = 1. Then 
Q(yle + ) = y" ~.,aiQ,(ylx)~_,~jQj(xJe ~) 
x i j 
= E E" ,gEQ,(y lx)Qj (x le  +) 
i j a 
= ~ Y'. o~ i ~/Qij(yle + ). 
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Let Yij = ai/3j; then yij ~ [0, 1], 
Ey, j=  E ,Et , = 1, 
i , j  i j 
and Q(yle +) = EyiiQij(yle+). Since this is true for arbitrary Q(yle +) 
~'vle+, {Qij(yie+)} is a set of extremal distributions for ,~Yie +. • 
Similarly, in the computation of 2e IV from ~e iz and ~ZlZ, each 
element of 3 e iv is computed from an element of 3e Iz and an element 
of ~ZlV according to (7). The following theorem states that a set of 
extremal distributions for ~q~ iv can be computed from sets of extremal 
distributions for ,~  qz and ~zlz; the proof is a straightforward modifica- 
tion of the proof of Theorem 6.1 and is not presented here. 
THEOREM 6.2 Let ~ Iz and 5~'Zl v be sets of distributions with corre- 
sponding finite sets of extremal distributions {Qi(e-[z)} and {Qj(zly)} 
respectively. Let each element of ~ jv be computed from an element of 
~ Iz and an element of ~zlv according to (7). Let Qij(e-ly)= 
EzQi(e-lz)Qj(zly). Then {Qij(e ly)} is a set of extremal distributions of 
~fJ°°e i Y " 
Corresponding results for the computation of a set of extremal distribu- 
tions of ~'Vl~*,~ from the sets of extremal distributions of ~e v and 
5~'vl ~. are now derived. 
THEOREM 6.3 Let ~ ,v and 3vl ~- be sets of distributions with corre- 
sponding finite sets of extremal distributions {Qi(e [y)} and {Qi(yle+)} 
re3pectiL, ely. Let ~vl~+ , be computed from ~ IV and ~q~Vle+ according 
to (16). Let 
Qi(e [y)Qj(yie + ) 
QiJ(yle+'e )= Y~.,Q/(e [y')Qj(y'[e+) "
Then {Qij(y[e ~, e )} is a set of extremal distributions of ~Vle+ ,~ . 
Proof Let Q(yle +, e ) be an arbitrary element of ~vl, ' ,~ . Then 
Q(e ly)Q(yle + ) 
Q(yle+, e )= 
E/Q(e [y')Q(y'le+ ) ' 
where Q(e ly )~3e IV and Q(yle +) ~YI~'" We can write Q(e ly) and 
Q(yie +) in terms of extremal distributions as 
Q(e ly )= ~,~ceiQi(e ly), 
i 
Q(yle ~) = ~iQi (y le+) ,  
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where a i ~ [0, 1], Ei~i = 1, /3j ~ [0, 1], and Ej/3j = 1. Then 
E~ c~iQi(e ly)Ej/3yQj(yle +) 
Q(yle +,e ) = Ey,EiaiQi(e-l y')Ei ~jQj( y'le + ) 
E/Ejc~i ~jQi(e ly)Qj(yle +) 
EiEja i/3jEy,Qi(e ly')Qj( y'le +) 
EiEj ai ~jQi~( yle ~, e- )Ey.Qi(e l y')Qj(y'le + ) 
EiE ja i  ~jEy,Qi(  e ly')Qj( y'le +) 
Let % = c~ i/3jEy,Qi(e ly')Qi(y'be+). Then 
Q(yle+,e ) = EiEjcijQiJ (yte+,e- ) 
EkElckz 
= ( cii )Qij(yle+,e ). 
~ ~ EkE,ck, I 
Let y~j = C,i/EkE[Ckl; then ~/ij e [0,1] and EiEjyij = 1. Thus, since 
Q(yle +, e ) = Y~%jQtj(yle +, e ) for arbitrary Q(yle +, e - )  ~ ~rl~.~ ,
{Qij(yte +, e )} is a set of extremal distributions for 3~vl~+,~ . • 
The results of Theorems 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3 extend directly to all other 
network structures that do not contain loops. In general, a set of extremal 
distributions for a given node can be computed from the sets of extremal 
distributions of its neighbor nodes; detailed proofs are found in [14]. 
7. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, we have shown that in principle, Bayesian networks can be 
used to implement Levi's decision rule. The following important heoreti- 
cal results have been obtained: 
• We have investigated the convexity of sets of distributions computed 
by Bayesian network updates, and found that in general, convexity is 
not preserved. We have identified several special cases when convexity 
is preserved; these case are detailed in Theorems 4.1 through 4.6. 
• We have shown that Levi's decision rule gives the same answer when 
applied to arbitrary sets of credal and information-determining distri- 
butions as it gives when applied to the convex closure of these sets of 
distributions (Theorem 5.1). Thus, a Bayesian network structure need 
not preserve convexity in order to be used as a method of implement- 
ing Levi's rule. 
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• We have shown that network updating operations can be applied to 
sets of extremal distributions to obtain sets of extremal distributions. 
(Theorems 6.1 through 6.3). 
These results indicate that Levi's decision rule can be implemented with 
a Bayesian network approach; however, there are still significant issues 
that must be addressed in order to obtain practical networks. The compu- 
tational complexity of such an implementation must be investigated; it is 
anticipated that methods by which the computational complexity can be 
reduced will be important. Also, the semantics of computing information- 
determining distributions using conditional independence relationships in 
Bayesian networks must be developed. 
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